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Iring and since the recent India-Pakistan war a great
deal of thought has been given here to the quality of the new
coverage of the war by Indian and foreign news media the press par-
ticularly and of the effectiveness of government information organi-
zations in dispensing the news The discussion has broken down into
roughly three categories the coverage of the war by the ndian
press the coverage and editorials in the foreign press primarily
in Hritain and the governmentlS news handling. The first category
has received little attention and the latter two a great deal.

The treatmen of the news in the Indian press primarily
the English language papers) according to an informal survey by a
local editor was reliable but unexciting and in some respects inade-
quate. V,sually he decided the ar changed makeup and presentation
very little The conservative style of headlines continued and there
were few devices like front page boxes in bold face giving late news
from the front or of civil defense measures--the latter might have
saved Delhi citizens some confusion. The absence of screaming head-
lines contributed to the relative reliability of the news. The tone
of Delhi s papers although by no means anti-Indian contrasted
favorably to the frenzy that existed I am told in the Pakistan
press. ve not seen any lakistan newspapers since early September
but those in Agust reporbed ,oings on in Kashmir with a vivid imagina-
tion and little attention to the facts--at least the Vfacts as tlzvy
were visible to me when was there The author of the survey and
Tndian newsmen individually have commented on the dearth of human
interest stories from the front or from soldiers in general. There
were glmost no home to.nets on the armed forces and the publicity
went to the heros--pilots who shot down P.ak aircraft a gunner with
a good score of Pak tanks and a few uslim soldiers who genuinel
distinguished themselves and whose exploits the Indians quite under-
standably made much of. The coverage of the civil side of the war
was even weake according to the survey Families bombed out by
Pak raids (more by accident than by design it is believed) were not
sought out for human interest stories Usually only the rough
casualty figures were reported and the condolences of some politician.
The very important par of commercial transpor companies and their
civilian truck drivers often working near the front under fire from
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war had been going more than a week. Other efforts made by the civil
population, had they been reported, would have given a war feelt
to the news, several editors have pointed out. ..And if the daily news-
papers lacked space for such stories or for articles analyzing the
military situation, there was plenty of space in the Sunday supple-
ments, which apparently oblivious of the war, continued their chroni-
cles of children womentS ailments and gardening. This inattention
to what could make newsy according to one capable Indian newsman
was due largely to the lack of innovative spirit among senior editors
and to the dullness of sub-editors. They think they know everyhing
this man complained and they dontt ry to improve.

The two major criticisms of war coverage levelled by Indian
pressmen at themselves have been the lack of eyewitness reporting
from the front and the lack of sound interpretive comment on the war.
NeWsmen blame the Government forthe lack of eyewitness reporting
and I’ll take up the subject later. F:or the lack of interpretative
comment the newsmen blame themselves and their newspapers. The war
correspondent and the defense correspondent (the military expert
the Hanson Bkldwin). simply dont exist in India. This it is agreed
is primarily because India has had only one twart for local newsmen
to het their talents on--that in 1962 against the hineseo
newsmen point ou with the experience of 1962 and the eer-present
possibility of hostilities with CAina Or with Pakistan the larger
newspapers should have started training men for this work several
years ago. ]ven if there, were no outright war the need oJ reporting
on the strategic and tactical situation of opposing armies and of
Indias own defense preparedness would exist, lo editor took the

cue however and the coverage of the war showed it. No arices
for example gave the facts and background aout the US.-Pkkistan
defense and arms-aid agreements. No article was written between the
first and the sixth of September analyzing the Fakistan attack in
hambh and its implications for the security of Fashmir and, even
more important, what the likely Indian rejoinder to the attack might:
be. though it is now said that the Indian counter-attack toward
Sialkot and Lahore. was an obvious move, no newspaper said so at the
time. And the articles that were written, especially in the early
days of the war, about the weapons being used were not very informative.
ocal journalists and editors now seem agreed that even without staff
defense correspondents their war coverage could have been improved
using retired military officers as advisers er as temporary defense
correspondents

he absence of experienced war correspondents also prevented
clese scrutiny of government communiques for exaggeration nd inaccuracy
whether wilful or a result of the inexperience in such matters of the
government info.rmation services themselves. Early communiques for
example reported as destroyed Pakistan tanks that had only been damage
and could be zepaired and used again. And’at a later time a communique
reported that the Indian ru was in the outskirts of Lahore because
its patrols were across a canal five miles from the city. ommuniques:
and government news handouts also were prone to se colored language,
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such as labelling a Pakistan air attack as a "sneak attackTM because
the Pk planes flew 16w and tried to avoid engagement with Indian
planes. Such things are not new to India, as we know, but here they
were rarely challenged. The situation was much worse in the early
days of the war. By the end of the second week, one or two Indian
newsmen with war experience had returned from foreign assignments and
they, along with two or three senior editors and columnists, had
challenged the wording of the communiques, changing the situation a

ood deal. overnment handouts became soberer and the papers more
skeptical of what was given them. The army and several newspapers
now talk of sending a few journalists to the army"s Staff College
and of having them undergo other training, so that next time around
several newsmen will have at least a routine knowledge of military
affai rs.

The rep0ring of the war in the papers, with rare exceptions,
was optimistic. Individual newsmen lay this largely to t-he reliance
by their editors on copy from the Press Trust of India 1), the
country’s largest wire service, lI is.. sufficiently influenced by
the GOvernment so that it. is unlikely to carry unfavorable stories
and to dig much behind governments handouts, according to journalis.s..
’.Ad as the reporters themselves found it almost impossible to get to
the front, they were unable to counter with their own views. klso:
PTI and usually the newspapers, carried only Indian claims of success.
and rarely Pakistan’s counter-claims. The roundups of foreign press
reaction to the war by IZr and the Gvernment"s Press Information
Bhreau have been strongly c riticised by some journaliss as so pro-
l:ndian that they misled many readers. Thus when the policy o’ "Xz

nation wasn’t in accord with the press comment the reader had been
seeing from that country he felt that India had been let down or double-
crossed. b the best such roundups were bad strategy, these journalists
maintain, and at the worst, they led to dangerous self-deception.

The one-sided reporting of the war, although irritating,
shouldn’t have been surprising, however; this too is not peculiar to
India. d had the war gone on longer, the chances are good, I think,
that the quality of the coverage and the presentation would have im-
proved, lrom the Pak invasion of hamb to the ceasefire was 22 days
and that isn’t very long, itseems to me, to gear up a country"s news
apparatus to a war, particularly when Indians had had so little experi-
ence with the subject.

The less said the beter about the coverage of the war by
11 India Radio (AIR). A..lth0ugh the number of news broadcasts were
increased (to which everyone, including me, listened avidly), the
nes consisted almost entirely of government handouts, often of the
blandest kind. ,nere Was almost no analysis, and what there was was

inferior, in the opinion Of most persons I’ve talked with. AIl*s re-
p0rt.ing was much soberer and more. balanced than that of Hadio Pakistan,
however. Most of the criticisms of AIR can be summed up in the words
of one of its senior executives, who recently Said privately, here
is simply a basic conflict between g0odbroadcasting and the civil
service min. TM Bt AIR’ is more to be pitied than censured, I think.
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It has tO work within a bureaucracy capricious when it is not leaden,
and it iS under frequent pressure from members of Parliamen. urinff.
NbVember, f0r example, one member berated IR’ for broadcasting a
panel discussion in which a pers0n on the panel (one Of the most re-
spected editors in India) questioned the reliability of certain figures
in a communique. Such things should not be allowed to happen, the
paliamentarian said.

F’oreign press coverage of the war seemed to attract more
attention and intereStenbng Iidtans ih lhi, including journalists,
than did the perfOrmanCe of their own press. Reactions to foreign
press repOrs were strong and usually critical, sometimes with reason.
The charge usually levelled both by private citizens and by government,
officials was the the foreign press was "partisan t, meaning that it
favored Pkkistan. The Bitish press took most of the punishment--
and by implication ,the Bi.ish 6bvernment. rathe Bitish ere our
lightning rod ’on this one, TM commented one /neriCan Embassy official.
The Kmericai press received much less c riic.ism, except for Newsweek_
and me, epecially he latter, which no seem tO be cordially hated
here. s one:American corresp0nden Said, Tme has taken the heat
of the rest Of us. TM The Pess Institute of India, headed by a respected
former journalist and ex-Nieman Fllow, made an informal study of’
Hitish newspaper reporting from early Agust (the infiltration of
Kashmir) to the end of the war on 24 September. It examined clippings
from nine d&ilies and fivb weeklies for the period--all Uitish.

First the Pess Institute considered the following analysis
made by he ]ritish High mmission in Delhi on the basis of these
c:lippings e

Pr0-Pakistan
Po-India 24
Objective ..,..

Po-Ptkistan 11
Po-Indi 10
Objective . 79

It con:cluded that ,,bromd!y speakingm the classification seemed
"reasonably fair". Bt the lZress InstiSute made two additiongl dis-
tinctions, it noted that a high percentage of the pro-Pakistan
reports were, also anti-Indian and concluded that nif an anti-India
and anti-Pakistan element were introduCed in the classification,
the volume of an6i-India reports outweighed the volume of anti-
Pakistan reports. TM nd it noted further that Zjudgement on India
was freely exercised by reporters in Pkisan (y Bitish reporters,
bear in mind). Judgement on Pakistan was suspended by reporters in
India."

Here are several examples of reporting cited as tendentious

b. the Press Institute survey. It is clear that Pakistan hopes to
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bring," down the rickety federal house of cards and this may not be idle
planning"--the Gua_rdi_a...n, 9 September filed from Pakistan. NThe mood
of Pakistan is coldly determined in contrast to the almost hysterical
bellicosity of New Delhi---Daily Te.legrap.h 10 September from Pakistan.
’nd two quotations from The Sund_ay T...mes, 19 September from Pakist.-
N’lndians pilots are inferior to Pakistan pilots and Indian officers’
leadership has been deplorable,,,! Fhe danger of holy war leading to
communal massacre, of Muslims inside India comes closer. TM The claim
of biased coverage is also based on the expressions of opinion about
Kashmir that are contradictory to the Indian viewpoint. Several examples:
Bt in the Kashmir dispute She (;India) simply seems to be excruciatingly
in the wrong..."--Cardian 22 September editorial. ... Search
for a settlement {of the Kashmir issue) must therefore start with the.
recognition that India cannot maintain her claim to total and uncondi-
tional sovereignty...-’--Da!!y T.,..!.egraph., 23 September editorial.
Independence but with foreign affairs and defence jointly controlled
and guaranteed by India and Pakistan is now the fairest and most
practicable solution’"--lVw Statesma_n 17 September. The Press Institute
concluded taking some of the curse off its judgement that ’"the
British press coverage on the India-Pkistan conflict cannot be adjudged
as wholly unfair to India. TM The Delhi correspondent of The T’imes de-
cided that there were grounds for the Indian charge of bias-.’ ere
nevertheless remains in much Bitish comment on this war a thin but
persistent note of malice against India TM he wrote

cepting these quotations for the sake of argument as
rightly or wrongly anti-Indian it is interesting I think to go on
to three other quotations that the Pess Institnte survey considered
anti-Indian: They are. "The first cardinal principal of the
Pakistani Presidents foreign policy is that him country will not be-
come a satellite of India--The obse.rver date’unknown from akistan.
The Indian rmy has redeemed its honour. It has effaced the humilia-
tions of the Chinese attack of 1962 and the setback in the Rann of
Kutch"--The Sunday tmes 19 September from Delhi. *Fhe limited
military situation now seems overwhelmingly stacked in Pakistan:s
favour--Card!an 5 September from Pakistan. The first quotation
seems to me a simple statement of Aub*’s position, which i wholly
logical from his.,, standpoint, and is therefore unexceptionable reporingo
.he phrase ’redeemed its honour’. in the second quotation shows the
correspondents biased opinion of the Indian rmy according to the
lres; Instiuteo Maybe so but the correspondent was echoing wha
most Indians I know were saying during the war. The thi rd quotation
also seems to me to be reasonable and accurate because it was vritte
during Pkistans Chambh invasion when Pakistan had an acknovledged
advantage and before the Indian counter-a%tack in the Punjab I is
a measure of Indian Sensitiveness to foreign press comment, th&
repor&ng like this shoui:d e Considered biased by such a responsible
organization as the Indian Pess Institnteo

& survey Of merican press reporting and comment has not
been made- here so far as I knoo MY own experience has been iiah
The New y0rk.Tlmes_,international Edition and one issue of -!me maga-
zine. Of the half dozen editorials in the Tmes_ during September
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dealing wih India, Pakistan and Kashmir most seemed to me reasonable
if unexciting. In several cases dis6inctly’anti-Indian’ views were
expressed but these in general could be called an honest difference
of opinion. Pssages in several editorials however seem to me ques-
tionable and I quote from two of them. On 2 September an editorial
entitled ".Brinkmanship in Kashmir’" began with the following par&graph.-

"In 1947 India and Pakistan fought a war
over Kashmir that was finally halted along
the present ceasefire line. NOw in 1965
India and Pakistan are once again fighting
a mnor but p0tential ly very dangerous
war over the same state of Kashmiro"

editorial entitled A Solution for KashmirTM on 24 September con-
tained this sentence:. Pakistan is at fault for initiating armed
action in August; but India’s responsibility is certainly as great for
long ago repudiating the United Nations-proposed plebescite it origi-
nally agreed to accept. "’ The-paragraph above I think makes it appear
that India and Pakistan have equally Valid title to Kashmir and in 1947
were warring over possession. This is not true as I believe the
background shows (.See GS-26) and in 1965 Ptkistan invaded Indian
territory and the Indians had a right to do something about its. The
sentence from the second editorial ignores entirely Pakistan"s nonful-
fillment Of the pre-conditi0ns for a plebescite upon nich the Indian
repudiation Was based. Even admitting that Indiana’s record on the
plebescite isn’t unblemished this is a very misleading statement it
seems

In T!me’ s. cover story--17 September, sia Edition--on the
India-lZakistan war, two passages of many might be worth mention. One
passage has India and Pakistan "claWingTM at each other uwith U,So
weapons and planes that had been given them f’or the express purpose
of opposing gommunist agression"’. So far as I am avare India used
no offensive weapons procured from the US. as military aid in the
war against Pkistan; only American-aid radar was used, and this was
used defensively. The second passage says that the laharaja of Kashmir
faced a revolt of his. uslim Subjects the date given is about 100
yearsTM after 1846) and -,opted to join India in return for help in

putting dbwn .bhe rebellion. s Indian troops poured in from the south,
Pkistani tribesmen came down the mountains in the northwest to help
their Moslem brothers. TM a writer of fairy stories the author should
get an award but in.:..my history class hed be marked |ero. illease
see GS’-.26. )

lhat were the reasons behind India’s ’bad press" durin.
August and September.. Some Observers ascribed it to a basic pro-
Pakistan prejudice among Bitons. Others claimed it ;stemmed from the
simple ignorance of visiting journalists. "nd a dozen other reasons
were put forward, llht nearly every journalist I know whether foreign..
or Indian would agree that a great measure of the blame falls on the
information services of the GoVernment of India because of the way..
they handled the newsmen and the news.

Frst about newsmen. There are Several dozen resident.
members of the foreign press corps in Ilhi in addition te a hundred
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or so relatively senior local ournalists. DUring the war an addi-
tional 150 foreign newsmen arrived. The accreditation of these visi-
tors was efficiently done, I have heard, but after that for foreign
and Indian journalist alike there was little but confusion. 11 the
newsmen wanted to get eyewitness, action stories. Yet what they go.
for days at a time were promises of trips to the front. I base all
this on information from several dozen local and foreign newsmen.)
hen several roups finally Were sent they ended up in tons like
Jammu and Amritzar and rarely got t0 the fghting. The overnmen dr.
India claimed this was due to is c0ncen for the safety and comfor.
of the correspondents but there were Other reasons. There was little
or no coordination between the head office of the government t’s Pess
Information Breau in Delhi and its representatives in forward towns.
In some cases the P-I got its press..’ paries near the front 0nlyto find
that the a.rmy wouldn’ cooperate in taking them to the fighting.
A.rmy headquarters in Delhi had reportedly left the decision about
handling correspondents to the local field commanders and no one a
headquarters insisted that the Commanders must help the press. Man.y,
commanders erem,tt intrans,igent hoever and as one Indian newsman
said rathe orps commanders Weren’t basically unhelpful but they
couldn’t do much for us on two hours ndtice." Once at the front
battle commanders and soldiers were usually very helpful.

Especially handicapped were the T cameramen. If the
didn get action filmy they were competitively dead. & ell-regarded
Indian cameraman who works for a foreign i. company claimed that
men got only two good stories in 23 days and that he first T coverage
from the Indian side of the battleline was seen abroad on 14 September
This was largely because cameramen on the Pakistan side were able to
get better pictures. There was no realization by the governments
press liason personnel of T./s.need for daily news-film bulletins in
the same way that newspapers need them. I, cameramen and other ne-
men also had trouble ith local police hen working near the fron.
heir press cards were not honored and they had to waste time resisting
anxious patriots ho thought they were spies a.rinterlopers. The only’
correspondents who operated with something like consistent ease or
success ere the IN and i] correspondens hose presence had been
specially arranged for. This meant that nes was available in India
but narrowly Channelled and generally speaktng this arrangement as
as unsatisfactory to Indian nevspapermen as it was to foreign journal-
ists. And while newsmen Were waiting to get to the front they found
few sources of war news in Delhi other than official briefings. /m
a substitute to action Covetage the Gvernment did not see that the
had high level briefings or interviews With ranRtng military officers
or were taken meet SOldiers and Officers just returned from the
front toe’get acbounts of the fighting. This was a burden particUlarlr
on visiting newsmen Who c0uldn be expected to find alternative
sources of copy as easily as residents.,

1he situation in Pkistan WaS reportedly much different
espeCially in the ,early days of the War. Iuring the invasion
amb from 1-6ptember foreign errespondons 1 in the ick
the fighttng whereas on the Indian side no foreign correspondent-
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got nearer the front than Jammu city, so far as I know. After the
Indian counter-attack in the Pnjab, the civil government in Pakistan
became almost as unhelpful as the Indian C0vernment, but the Pkistan
.rmy continued to be cooperative. orrespondents often were able to
get to the front by their own means {something they we re unable to do
in India, partly because of the unauthorized opposition of the local
police and officials)’ and once they had got in touch with the Pak
Army they were welcomed and got their stories. s a result of this
contrast in the availability of lively news, the war from the
Pakistan side got better play in the newspapers and on television
{!in Bitian, particularly I am told). Nbt only did the news from
Pakistan get more spacer it got more headlines and better placement.
"No editor’ said many correspondents ’is going to give equal atten-
tion to an action story from PRkistan and the words of an official
spokesman in Delhi.

Censorship was also a point of contention between foreign
correspondents and the Indian Government, although relatively less
annoying. (Indian newsmen were not so far as I know subject to
censorship during the wary but a certain constraint on their editors
did and does exist in the form of the Covernment’s powers under the
Defence of India Rules.) Officially there was no censorship of out-
going press cables .and correspondents were o’n several occasions told
tha. there was no censorship. Yet cables were taken from the telegraph,
office for examination and there were. delays of several hours to two
days before transmission. In the process copy was not only mutilated
but sent in the wrong order and sometimes lost. One resident corres-
pondent took a Story to the censor’s office directly, ge returned
several hours later to get it and found that the military offic.er who
was supposed to pass it had left town. Much of the time censoring was
done by civilians who had no idea of what should be deleted in the
name of security and one story was held up because the words air

baser were in it. The censorship at forward towns like J and
Amritzar was also slow and sometimes had to be repeated in llhi.
Television film censorslip in itself by the army was more efficient
according to several cameramen but the film had to be sent to
for developing and them b.ought: back to Delhi for censorship at the
cost of great effor and delay in shipment.

The Gvernment*s handling of news during the war has received
almost universal criticismfrm--Delhi editors and journalists as well

as from foreign correspondents. he briefings were considered inade-

quateo The briefers often didn’t know the terrain in which the action

was taking place and so their explanations often didn make sense.
Ukually they were civilians with little knowledge of military affairs.,
and they often could not explain the militarysignificauce of events.
Maps were rarely used at the briefings and those used were inadequate

Or bad. The briefers often had little patience for the questions f

non-resident c0respondentS.: s One Indian edit0r delicately put i,
11 the men a the briefings d-dn* have 6he same background or the
same nationalistic attitude toward he War. TM The news given Out a
the briefings aried from 24-t0 72 hou-rlae. One briefingofficer
asked about this after the war, explained that the briefing officers
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hadn’t withheld the news, but that it had ’trickled back’ slowly
from the front. Surely this was not so. The army commander in
Ilelhi must have had fresh news and he delay in giving out 6he news
must have been between army headquarters and the press liason staff.
both in Delhi. The handouts and communiques described engagements
"in superlative terms" in the words of one journalist, knd they-
contained the barest details of the actual action rarely giving its
significance--a lack that could have been supplemented in the
briefings but wasn’t.. Often villages rivers or bridges were re-
ferred to without telling where they Were. Figures for Pakistan
losses in men and materiel were usually given Without cOrrespOndin
figures for the Indians creating the suspicion among many journal-
ists that the Indians were covering something up.

For their par G.bvernment of India officials present, a
variet..y of reasons for their performance. Some of the were gener-
ally conceded to be reasonable by the journalistiic community. I.
as_ a shor war and it would have been difficult to get the wrinkles
out of any organization in the space of three weeks. The fighting
front was alsom, long and there were a large number of’ newsmen tO
fit into it. .he ar was handicapped by a lack of spare transpor
and personnel to put at the disposal of newsmen. .Large press paries
are satisfactory,to neither the sponsor not to the newsman and it was
difficult in a Short time to get a large number Of small groups to
the front. .lso not everything wen ltadly. ale transmission was
reasonably quick and efficient except, for the delays caused
censorship and relatively few messages were delayed. A time went
on,the whole information organization began to function more smoothly..;
Lower echelon officials who dealt with news handling were frequently
inexperienced and inept but they have pointed out that they were
handicapped by the shortcomings of persons higher, up the ladder. tnd
for this there is an embarassing amount of evidence.- the hear of the matter is, the Crvernment of India’.s
complete lack of a coherent information policy. Added to this is
a basic mists of joualiss, eecially foi corponden
d a seCcy complex. ain I base ths on ioion from
newsn and to a lesser dogie on personal experience
he original pmise of GOveent Officia! (/the a exceptions))
is tha he minion f infomation or news should be given ou., d
he: fac is. that it often takes pssu from he enquir to elci
this inch. he idea that the mi ount of news shoul be give
and hat news Should be withheld only if i might nuinely endear
national secUriy see tO be idea oo horrible to be contelad.
d as many officials dealing dictly Wih the diensing of ne
have his attitude, hey do no bring pressu on heir superiors
lessen heir caui0n d o sanction he lease Of mo infoation.
Officials l@wer do don’t ha+e the professionalism to make heir
advice listened to at he @p..

Tb make matters worse, here was during he war a bitter
intrral conflict between he central office Of thePss Infotion
Buau d is semi-autonomous wing in the fence Minist heed b
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the .rmed Forces Information Officer. Many of the praiseworthy efforts
to get newsmen to the front and to get more news made public were sty-
mied by the PIB central office, according to the AFI0 and many well-
informed journalists. This little ar’ was talked of by everyone
including the visiting correspondents and added to the confusion about
where to get the news, who- was helpful and reliable, and so on, thus
greatly lowering the prestige of the information services and of the
Gbvernment as a whole. One of the major complaints of newsmen here
has been that the Government should have learned its lesson from the
bad performance of the information people during the 1962 Chinese
attack and tha. it should have made the necessary improvements in
case similiar situations should arise in the future. An ’office of
war information’ was set up for this pu.aose, according to one
official, but, he charged, it never functioned because it was
neutralized" by the central office f the P.B Since the end of the
war, as far as one can tell, there have been few attempts to improve
matters. Senior officials in the Press Information Bureau and the
Ministry of Information, of which the PIB is a pal, have instead
been busy defending their performance during the war.

Btzt business as usual isn’t the answer. The Covernmen and
many individual Indians are very unhappy because of the criticism in
the foreign press, perhaps justly so. The obvious corollary, it seems
to me, is to do every%.hing possible’ tO get better publicity. Yet
the 6overnment seems unwilling to translate its unhappiness int an
atemp to improve its information organizations and its. relations
ith newsmen. It much prefers apparently to sit back and declare
that newsmen are dangerous, that all foreign correspondents and most
of their editors are nasty men prejudiced agains India, and that
nothing can be done. This attitude has gained them nothing abroad
and disrespect from their ewn journalists at home. Moreover, as a
big power India must learn to live with an occasionally bad press.
kS a former pres attache with the U.. Information Service, I can
say this with some .understanding. T.e cry foul at every criticism
or piece of ad reporting is both Self-indulgent and useless. A
gevernment’s relations with is own national news media and foreign
new media is a measure of its maturity I think. And the :Indian
G’overnment despite having a few just complaints has some growing
up to do.

l.ours sincerely,

.ranvi 1 le S. Austin

Received in New York January 17, 1966.


